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THE TRANSITION

Agriculture in MARC/FRBR in MARC/FRBR in RDF

1. Recognize that MARC will be here for some time by continuing to provide instruction on using MARC in MARC environments.
2. Emphasize the use of authorized access points.
3. Leverage the use of relationships in RDA and MARC wherever possible.

WHAT CAN WE DO NOW: A NEW APPROACH TO WORKFLOW

1. Acknowledge that MARC will be here for some time by continuing to provide instruction on using MARC in MARC environments.
2. Ensure that our minimum content standards stay robust in the new linking and encoding environments.
3. Recognize that MARC will be here for some time by continuing to provide instruction on using MARC in MARC environments.
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While we are still working within MARC, in this example the following elements can be drawn out:

**Work:**  
"Linked data for libraries"

**Work Identifier:**  
http://experiment.worldcat.org/entity/work/data/1840249565

**Relationship designator:**  
"author"

From linked data set, has identifier: http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/relators/aut

**Person:**  
Hooland, Seth van

Identifier for person:  
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n81057105

Thus:

"Linked data for libraries" → Has author → Hooland, Seth van

As outlined above, this is starting to look like a triple!